97 dodge diesel

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. We have had excellent
service from all those who helped us but it was a little bit confusing with the paperwork! Service
was excellent, they went out of their way to help me into a vehicle. Highly recommended.
Worked with Brad Mason who is a nice and respectful salesman at this dealership. He was very
on top of getting back to my emails and answering everything I asked. There was full
transparency between each other and a smooth process. In the end, I drove home with the car I
wanted and was left satisfied! Good salesman they responded right away, friendly service.
Much appreciated their quick response. Very responsive and honest, easy transaction They
were very friendly and helpful. I was able to make a deal, and ended up buying a car from them.
We had an excellent experience with McCormick Motors and eventually bought our truck from
them. Aaron was great to work with and made the buying process so easy and stressless. No
hassle; no wxtensive waiting; responsive. Overall the best. They were awesome. They were
honest, answered all our questions. We purchased a truck. They got back to us and told us what
we would need to apply for credit. Alex was top notch. The '08 Matrix was sold before we made
a decision. We ended up buying a '12 Ford Focus which is working out very nicely. The sales
people were very nice and helpful. I recommend them and their vehicles. Good guys and good
service , still debating on buying the truck but had a very positive experience shopping and test
driving with these folks at Volstice! They replied to my request the next day with a canned email
asking if I was still interested in the car I had inquired about. They didn't answer my original
question about their dealer fees. The salesman sent a random "are you still interested" email a
few days later and telling me how great their price was. These guys are top-notch. End of story
they were great with the customer service they made sure the car was ready for me it was clean.
I will buy from them again. Great group o guys. We drove from Wyoming to go pick the vehicle,
the salesman I was initially taking to Izayah was going on days off but made sure I was taken
care of by Ivan when we got there. Service was great and I was impressed with the friendliness
and honesty. Alfonso, my salesman, was a pleasure to work with. I traveled from Arkansas to
make my purchase. He had everything already for me as soon as I walked in the door. He was
nice enough to pick me up from the airport. Including my test drive and the signing of the
documents that where already pre-prepared, I was in and out within an hour. They were very
prompt in replying to me! They were very helpful and tried several times to help me find the car I
was looking for. Said this vehicle was too much for a female. Continue to call me honey during
the whole conversation even after I corrected him. Very condescending tone when talking to
him. Will not purchase of vehicle from here. We'll help you find great deals among the millions
of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image
Not Available. Request Information. Authorized Dodge Dealer. The truck has basic features, low
mileage and low price and in outstanding shape. Very satisfied with my purchase. In and out of
dealership within 1. Im very happy with the truck. I use it as a truck. I am currently carrying my
personal gang box and a ladder in the bed. In the future I will haul gravel and other things. Why
Use CarGurus? Make Dodge. Model Ram This 1 owner truck was sitting in the garage where it
lived when not in use. Real clean paint nice gloss, real straight. Interior same way no stains non
smoker, no smells, ice cold air and all gauges working no dash cracks very tidy, She is a 97
Dodge Ram Larimie SLT 4x4 EXT cab longbed with the 12 valve diesel and a 5 speed with rears
and all the toys, never towed with either I timed and tuned the pump just a tweek enough to give
a little bit more juice but not so it shoots black smoke keep it stock with a little more umph! Real
tight front end, good ball joints, track bar, steering box goes straight and true at No leaks or
blow by fires right up on 1 turn of the starter motor, good batteries, high turn starter, new
rubber, brakes and good exhaust,fresh filters and fluids. Hello diesel family and friends, thank
you for your faithful following and Happy and blessed new year to everyone,, We have recently
downsized to a small mom and pop operation licensed dealership here in carlisle PA to sell 5 or
so trucks a month, we are small and I do this more for a hobby than anything else. What I hate
the older ones here in the northeast since they just melt away from all the rust and bondo they
are loaded up with so I fly out west to Southern California,Texas, and other west coast and
southern states to buy a few clean rustfree 1 owners and drive them home to sell in the
northeast. This truck was pappy's little girl, he and wifey towed his camper to Floridia where it
spent winters every year and was garaged up here in the summer, Had every service at Dodge

oil at 5K safty inspections ect.. She fires right up, no blow by no leaks, good tight tranny which
shifts perfect, Real tight front end, good brake, exhaust and rubber. No mods at all papp don't
go for that, inside interior is mint non smoker owners, no rips, cracks ect, all power toys
working good. Exterior body also very straight, no rust no denting scrapes very well cared for
truck, nice frame, has all original paint no bodywork ever, makes a wonderful showing with
glossey paint, does have some normal paint wear and tear on hood and front frnders, not
needing anything as far and I'm concerned just proving its orig paint. Truck has it all good miles
good body good price, here is one you can enjoy another trouble free 20 years, can you say that
about a new 68K Cummins I don't think so thanks Tom Owner was a cummins diesel mechanic
and rebuilt both the engine and tranny at K with most all stock prts but some upgrade stuff like
head bolts ect. Truck is better than it was off the assembly line. She fires right up, no smoke,
blow by or leaks. Good tight front end and rubber, shifts perfect, inside it is also very clean non
smoker truck, no cracks rips or stains, all toys working, good cold air condition. Exterior body
mint and super straight, no body work or accidents all orig paint, frame and underbody all like
perfect shape no rust, lived its entire life in Washington state. Has a few add ons like a leval kit,
aftermarket wheels and 33's, tow package and pilar gauge set. Has some of the factory clear
coat flaking off on sides but overall real nice,,,On the price I paid up to pry it from the owners
garage, my price is pretty firm so don't waste time lowballing but here is your other option.. Hey
guys, I've got my Cummins for sale. Redheelin on instagram. I need to sell soon, Make an offer. I
would prefer to sell on the winter wheels. Im selling to buy another truck. This is a 97 Canada
made truck with k. Transmission: Rebuilt with paperwork. Triple Disk TQ. Lockup switch on
dash. Suspension: Lifted 8. LED Concepts Leds in headlights. Strobe, diff color settings like
police lights all controlled with your phone. Aftermarket radio with system. Fourth gen front
bumper with custom grille. Bad: Vacuum leak 50 cent piece size dent in the tailgate. Call or text
Sean at seven Zero One if interested!! Located north of Dayton Ohio. This truck is forsale on
multiple sites, I hold the right to end the sale at any time. I do not need help selling. DO NOT
contact me regarding services. Runs and drives like new. Clean MN Title. Looks seriously
sharp. Transmission shifts smooth and the synchros are solid. Clutch holds strong as it was
replaced around 40k ago. Power windows, mirrors and locks all work. It has the overhead
compass and thermometer which both work. This thing even has keyless entry that works!
Body is solid with little rust compared to most old 12 valves. The rockers are bubbled up, but it
comes with two brand new rockers that just need to be welded or screwed on. Truck has been
repainted as it was peeling clearcoat and was sun faded. It was originally that classic Dodge
forest green that holds up about as well as a sugar cube in a rainstorm. The new paint looks
good, but is NOT professional so keep your expectations reasonable at this price point. The
only other rust is a little bubbling starting on the passenger side wheel well of the box. The dash
is NOT cracked. The headliner has been replaced with a solid one, so it does NOT sag. The fuel
lines have been replaced with thermoid so they do NOT leak. I run Lucas 90w gear lube with
friction additive so the differentials do NOT howl or slam. The frame is not rusted no not even
between the fuel tank and the frame rail. The floor of the box is solid, it is not rusted and it is not
dented up. The floor pans of the cab are solid. Yes, it has a gooseneck hitch and yes it has been
used extensively. No, it has never had a snowplow or been used commercially in the winter
time. I built this truck for serious reliability not to beat the hell out of it. Just drove this truck to
Milwaukee and back last Tuesday when it was F. Always fires right up in the coldest of weather.
I am absolutely obsessive about my vehicles to a fault almost. This means that when stuff goes
wrong I fix it â€¦ the right way. With the 4. Please read the lists below entirely as there is pretty
much everything you need to know there. FYI â€¦ first buyer with cash gets it. I will not hold it
for anyone. I am essentially a no BS kind of guy, so please no games or low-balling. Read that
part twice if you need to. Please read entirely before calling or texting me. I have taken
extremely good care of this truck and am asking a very reasonable price compared to the rotted
beaten junk selling for even more out there. Thanks, Dan. Total payment is due with 3 days.
Deposit may be made via paypal. Total balance must be made via cash in person or cashiers
check. Below is a list of the extensive replacements and upgrades in the last 24 months alone.
These are all brand new parts not used salvage yard crap. I also have a list of faults and extras
that come with it upon sale. Clean interior. AC and heat work. Runs but needs transmission
rebuild. Needs new batteries and fuel shut off switch. Willing to take as is offers. Willing to fix
fuel shut off and replace batteries for asking price. Awesome clean classic truck! In hood river
ORQuestions? Fuel: Diesel Color: flat Black with gray interior with red interior lights has many
upgrades: 16x12 weld racing wheels, Mickey Thompson 38s, 8 in lift, 2in air bags in rear, 64mm
turbo, Air intake upgrade, Bigger injectors, stage 1 trans, 5in turbo back exhaust. It is a used
truck but mechanically amazing no issues! It is a mild build! OR will trade. Price is negotiable!!
It has: 5. Poly drop-in bed liner with eye bolts for tie downs. Transmission fully serviced this

year. Very well maintained, I have all records and the large Shop Manual. Runs and looks great,
never smoked in or used as a work truck. I rarely hauled anything. Never crashed or flooded.
Clear title. No trades or financing. All this information is true, my integrity is worth far more.
Sold as-is with no warranty or guarantee. Hello diesel family and friends, thank you for your
faithful following and Happy and blessed new year to everyone,,I'd like to share a little about my
self just to let you all know who you are dealing with before we get together in a business deal, I
also have all my policies which have worked for me the past 14 years dealing on ebay and
online deals so please read, thanks For those of you who remember when you got your car
fueled up the attendant that ran out to fill your car up? That was me He let me in the garage
when I got to high school and did engine work, brakes, welding and just about everything else
but where I really excelled is when he started selling cars, I enjoyed helping customers find the
car or truck or there dreams. I started my own lot in and built it up to the size of any new car
dealership with 50 employees, 12 shop bays and well over trucks on the lot, we sold that
property and dealership back in and today nearing 60 years old I am semi retired and opened a
small hobby lot located in Carlisle PA. I still have the passion for diesel trucks in which I'm an
expert by the way anyone who does anything successful for 35 years is an expert in my opinion
, and I also have the passion just as I did at 18 to help people find the truck of there dreams. If
you give me the opportunity I promise I will do everything in my power not to let you down I
went to west Texas to buy this from the elderly original owner. Its my 97 Dodge Ram Larimie
4WD SLT 1 ton Dullie extended cab, it is powered by the legendary 12 valve cummins turbo
diesel engine the mv 5 speed tranny and rare factory dana limited slip rear axels, yep over 20
mpgs home from Texas. Mechacnially its flawless, pump never tampered with all stock exhaust
ect Thanks Tom Was used as second truck. This truck has never been plowed. Great tow and
haul truck. Needs a little tlc to body. Minimal rust for a dodge. Power everything. Powerfull PTO
dump body. Large underbody tool box brand new. Strong 5 speed tranny and rare Cummins 12
valve motor. Dustin Hawk built auto with suncoast TC and billet flexplate hardened input and
intermediate shaft with only miles on it. Engine has no leaks and does not burn any oil. Oil has
been changed every Brand new Firestone Destination MT's. Rebuilt front end. New batteries.
DDP injectors. KDP tabbed. Have owned it for years. Need to upgrade to crew cab. Body needs
rockers and patch panels on bedsides. Doors are in good shape and do not need any body
work. Interior in very good shape. Truck is ready to go anywhere just needs body work. Clean
title. Email me with questions. Could possibly deliver for a fee. Great truck any questions email
me, sold as is no warranty, come check it out, its a great truck!!! WE got this beauty ready for
anybodys long drive home!!! The truck speaks for itself, cant find many nicer. Was previously
owned by a Diesel Tech. Real deal. I will try and post a video of the truck , or I can send it to
your phones. Here is the deal Mechaincally truck is solid the 12 valve fires right up, strong
tranny turbo has a bad seal and leaks oil otherwise can be fired up but will need trailered to be
safe. The frame and structure is perfect, body is rough dents, minor rust, inside not too bad
Bakersfield, CA. Commerce City, CO. Dallas, OR. Federal Way, WA. Absarokee, MT. Chester
Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Cars for Sale Dodge Cummins. Year Make
Dodge Model Ram ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails.
Submit Cancel. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to

detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

